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Compliance Countdown by Paul Lowe

4Feb. 1, 2010: 
Removal of Regulations 
Allowing for Polished Frost
The FAA is removing certain provisions 
in its regulations that allow for operations
with “polished frost” on the wings and
stabilizing and control surfaces of aircraft
flying under Parts 91, 125 and 135. These
amendments become effective Feb. 1,
2010. The FAA has determined that
polished frost (frost polished to make it
smooth) increases the risk of unsafe flight.
Although polishing frost is currently
permitted under Part 91 Subpart F and
Parts 125 and 135, the FAA has no data
to support practical guidance for deter-
mining how to polish frost on a surface 
to make it acceptably smooth, other 
than completely removing the frost 
and returning the aircraft’s critical lifting
surfaces to uncontaminated smoothness. 

4Feb. 22, 2010: 
Part 121 Activation of Ice Protection
This notice of proposed rulemaking
(NPRM) would require either the
installation of ice-detection equipment 
or changes to the airplane flight manual
to ensure timely activation of the airframe
ice-protection system. The NPRM specifi-
cally applies to Part 121 operators of air-
planes that have a certified mtow of less
than 60,000 pounds. Since the proposed
rule addresses the safety concerns of
flight in icing conditions for smaller
airplanes, it would be applicable to 
both Part 23 and Part 25 airplanes 
that are operated under Part 121. The
deadline for comments is Feb. 22, 2010. 

4March 8, 2010: 
Notifying NTSB of Aircraft 
Accidents and Incidents
The NTSB is amending its regulations
concerning notification and reporting
requirements regarding aircraft accidents
or incidents. As of March 8, operators 
are required to report when an aircraft
lands or departs on an incorrect runway,
when damage to a helicopter’s tail or
main rotor blade necessitates major
repair or replacement and when all or
part of a propeller blade separates from
an aircraft, except when ground contact
was the sole cause. The final rule also
requires reporting any complete loss of
information, excluding flickering, from
more than 50 percent of an aircraft’s
cockpit displays known as electronic
flight information system displays, engine
indication and crew alerting system dis-
plays, electronic centralized aircraft mon-
itor displays or other displays of this type,
which generally include a primary flight
display, primary navigation display and
other integrated displays.

4March 31, 2010: 
Paper Pilot Certificates 
Expire Next Month
Pilots still holding a paper certificate have
until March 31 to replace it with the new
plastic and more tamperproof version.
Although AOPA successfully petitioned

the FAA in 2002 for the current requirement
that pilots must carry a government-issued
photo ID, a 2004 congressional mandate
to include a photo of the pilot on airman
certificates has yet to be implemented.
The only photo on the new version is 
of Orville and Wilbur. The cost of the
replacement certificate is $2.00.

4Nov. 10, 2010: 
Spill Prevention, Control and 
Countermeasures (SPCC)
While new rule changes for Spill
Prevention, Control and Countermeasures
(SPCC) made last December have had
their compliance date extended to Jan.
14, 2010, the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has now delayed until 
Nov. 10, 2010, the compliance date for
other SPCC rule changes made in 2002
and 2006. Meanwhile, the EPA said it
will continue its review of the December
2008 rule changes and might issue
amendments to that rule change in
November. The National Air Transporta-
tion Association (NATA) has warned 
that the many different rule changes 
and compliance date changes that 
have occurred in the SPCC rules over the
past seven years could lead an operator
to believe a facility is in compliance
when in fact it is not. NATA is urging
operators to review their SPCC plans 
as soon as possible to be sure they are
fully compliant.

4Jan. 12, 2012: 
Emissions Trading in Europe
The European Union is instituting an
emissions trading scheme (ETS) beginning
Jan. 1, 2012, for flights within European
airspace as well as to and from it, and
operators of aircraft with an mtow of more
than 12,566 pounds were required to
submit a monitoring plan by last month
and have it approved by year-end.
Operators within the EU are accountable
to authorities in their own countries for
complying with ETS. The European
Aviation Safety Agency has assigned non-
European operators to one of the EU states
to meet ETS obligations. Operators from
outside the EU can be exempt from the ETS
if they are part of an equivalent emissions
trading system in their home country. 

4April 7, 2012: 
CVR and DFDR for Parts 23 and 25
The existing fleet of Part 23 and Part 25
airplanes must use separate crashworthy
containers for CVRs and DFDRs by April
7, 2012. All aircraft manufactured after
2010 will have to meet several new
recording requirements. The final rule
requires modifications to recording time,
power supplies, sampling rates and instal-
lation locations. The FAA will not require
CVR retrofits that incorporate a two-hour
recording capability and an independent
power supply for aircraft currently in
operation under Parts 91 and 135. o
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